
In 
china, we 

would be 
using 

bronze

Just watch 
me-I'll show 
you how it is 

done...

Your words here...

Your words here...

This time at our weekly SAW seminar 
we were in for a treat!  Sho decided 
we would benefit from a bit of 
practicum-a "do-it-yourself" 
armillary sphere paying close 
attention to the instructions of 15C 
sanskrit Scholar Paramesvara.

The concentration was intense

Yeah well, 
budget cuts at 
the CNRS means 

we have to 
economise

Get your strips 
of paper, one 

skewer and some 
paper clips ... et 

au boulot!

The latin 
scholars felt 
right at home

The room was unusually quiet at first



The left side of the room grappled 
with the local horizon

Despite a wrestle with the scotch, a few punctured fingers thanks to the 
sharp skewers, and a liberal interpration of the concept "perpendicular", we 
were ready for the next stage: the local coordinate circles!

But after a while...
tu piges?

Je ne pige 
pas...

This 
should be 
the north 

point

I 
thought 
that was 
upwards?

I need a 
drink!

Paris' latitude is 
48.8567  We need to be 

Astronomically sensitive 
you know!

How did 
you get your 

axes in?

Let me do it! 
I love Sharp 

things!

Does 
that make it 
accurate or 

precise?

The right side were way ahead

I need 
air!

What's 
next?!

MOre 
holes 

anyone?



And with our skewers attached through the right 
axes, we were more or less in possession of our very 
own Golabandha!

Our perseverance and Sho's 
patient but firm advice paid off

C'est de la 
balle!

Instagram!

ça roule!

Je pige 
enfin!

The question is are 
these circles or 
circumferences?

At the moment they 
look a little oblong to 

me

I wonder if Sho 
will notice if I 
stick DU on here 

instead of 
ghatikas

Now I 
really have a 

god's eye 
perspective

Oh 
good 
grief 

look at this 
chaos!  What 

would 
paramesvara 

be saying 
right 
now?



Some of us took to the task very 
seriously and followed the sanskrit 
down to the very last aksara

C'est la 
bombe!

German perfection 
and kiwi ingenuity at 
the back of the class

How on earth am I 
going to get my 

smaller sphere in 
here?

Please 
don't squash 

me!
Wait til I show my 
colleagues at the 
college de France

Li Liang was always smiling even as his 
north celestial pole tumbled towards 
the equator



We realised just how hard it 
was to build such a device

Look 
daniel, ça 

roule!

How on 
earth do I 
wrap this 

up?

Ouf!

Ok, 
Ok, I 

don't give 
up my day 

job….

I'll 
write a 

grant to 
Buy 

bronze 
for the 

next time 
we do 
this

Paper is 
such 

schlock 

AIEEEE!!!

Thanks SHo!  This was 
AMAZING. We will 
never forget it!!!

With Appreciation-Clemency

Great job! 
They are yours 

to keep!


